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Here is a wake up call for those Republicans who believe we're going to take back

the House in 2022 and the Presidency in 2024:

You will never win another election in the next 50 years.

The election fraud system perfected by the Democrats and their Deep State agents planted by the Obama cabal was put in

place before the 2016 mid term and it is working perfectly.

It worked in 2016 when the GOP lost the House despite Trump being at the height of his popularity and the economy roaring

back to life after 8 long years of depression;

It worked in November 2020 when Biden, an elderly man suffering from dementia was declared the winner with 1.5 million

more votes than the young, charismatic and energetic Democratic Party political rock star Obama ever had cast for him in

both elections he won;

And it worked in 2021 in GA run-offs, after the GOP candidates who were in the lead all day, they got defeated after vote

dumps that happened after the counting closed for the day in a repeat of the scenario that happened during the Presidential

election.

If you believe the Democrats would abandon this fraud system that works for them like a charm, you either landed first time

on Earth yesterday from another planet, or you are more naive than a 3 year old toddler.

Once they achieve power Marxists (and I'm talking about followers of communism, socialismm progresivism and democratic

socialism) they will never let their power go.

They will literally be stepping over the dead bodies of those they consider their political enemies rather than let power go.

This trait is part of the DNA of the Marxist: their belief in the collectivist principle - the good of the collective over the rights of

the individual.
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For Marxists anything goes if it serves the good of the collective. Any rights can be trampled on, any lies can be told, any

enemy can be eliminated, any dirty tactics can be used, any election cheating can be employed, so they can retain power

and continue their noble mission.

I had to explain the way Marxists think because most of you my American friends make the big mistake to judge them

through the prism of your own moral and democratic values: fairness, kindness, rejection of violence and civility.

It's time for you to wake up and smell the coffee.

They're not like you. Saying Marxists are like you is like saying Nazi are like you and they can be trusted and reasoned with.

And I don't think anybody believe that you could trust a Nazi to respect human rights and hold democratic elections so why

would anybody trust a Marxist?

How will our American Marxists formerly known as Democrats will hold on to their power?

-Expect universal mail-in voting (which is rife with fraud and illegal ballot harvesting) to be declared permanent, despite the

Covid-19 safety measures being dropped soon.

-Expect the opening of the border and tens of millions of illegal immigrants who are already here in the US being granted

green cards. By the next Presidential election, they will change their green cards into naturalization certificates and they will

have the right to vote.

-Expect no inquiries and no investigations into voting companies who pulled the vote switching scam. Dems will continue to

employ their machines and services just like the Venezuelan communists did over the past decades in order to make sure

they stay in power for perpetuity.

-Expect the SCOTUS to be packed with another 5 or 6 leftist Justices who will make sure any judicial challenges filed by the

GOP are rejected, and the Democrats complete political supremacy is not endangered.

-Expect DC to become the 51st US State and two more Senators and a couple more Reps to cement the Democrat

dominance in the legislative.

-Expect sweeping gun control legislation to be passed this year. Democrats know all too well when the American people find

themselves cheated at the ballot box, the next recourse they have is the ammo box.

As Mao famously once said said, political power comes through the barrel of the gun. Democrats will make damn sure that

gun is no longer in your hands, and now they have all the levers of power at their disposal to make sure that will happen.

My friends: whether you you realize it or not, whether you believe or you don't want to believe me, the America you woke up

in the morning of November 6th 2020 is no longer the America you lived and loved all your life.

Just like my father eye witnessed the communist take-over of the democratic Romania in 1946, and I in turn witnessed and

participated in the 1989 anti-communist revolution and the (at least partial) return of democracy in Romania after 43 years of

communism,



so have you witnessed the end of the American age of liberty. What lays ahead of us isn't going to be easy. It's been long

said and history proved it time and again, that people can sometimes vote their way into socialism, but they always need to

shoot their way out.

I bear eye witness to that. And I just hope it's not going to take American patriots 43 long years to wake up and do it.

/End.
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